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was still below and ahead of us.
At 110 feet we reached our destination, a small coral cave embedded in
the slope on the north side of Tiputa
Pass. The three of us slipped inside the
small cave and kneeled on the sandy
floor. From the cave entrance, the view
was awesome. Gray Reef Sharks began
gathering in great numbers, swimming faster and packing close together. It was as if someone had rung a
silent dinner bell. Our presence in the
cave was the sharks' signal that lunch
was about to be served.
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TAKE THE BITE OUT OF SHARK DIVING
Dive the world's best shark sites!

Our dive guide opened the food
bucket and the dance began. Sharks
began snapping up the bits of fish
chunks, out maneuvering each other
and occasionally colliding. For two
minutes, it was a magnificent ballet as
the sharks executed acrobatic twists
and turns, rolls and loops. Then it was
over. The food was gone and the sharks
were once again swimming serenely,
almost ignoring our presence.
We left the protection of our small
cave and continued to drift with the
incoming tide, while dozens of sharks
coasted along with us. During the
drift and safety stop, I couldn't help
noticing how well man and sharks coexist when each knows what the other
wants—Geri Murphy.

Fiji's Supermarket

FGet face-to-face with Great Whites,
Whale Sharks, Hammerheads & other devils of the deep.
Worldwide Adventure Travel
800-794-9767 • 415-289-1760
e-mail shark@reefrainfrst.com
www.reefrainforest.com
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Fiji's western waters offer one of the
most exciting shark dives—Supermarket—ever. The adventure begins
as anywhere from 15 to 50 divers form
a large circle on the ocean floor. This
popular shallow water dive is orchestrated by Api Bati, a strong Fijian
whose rapport with these sleek critters
has a calming influence over divers.
One minute the waters are quiet and
serene, then magically the scene
changes. Sharks seem to come from
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Micronesia,

Tahiti

fiji

The dive/travel expert of Tahiti

1-800-148-0842
BEST DEAL GUARANTEE
E-mail: info@trip-n-tour.com
Website: www:trip-n-tour.com
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In an ideal setting at
the edge of the world,
Manihi Blue Nui guides
you through breathtaking
underwater adventures
under pampered conditions. The very best that
French Polynesia has to offer.

Manihi Blue Nui
tel: 689-96 42 17
fax: 689-96 42 17

Bathy's Club
tel: 689-56 31 66 fax: 689-56 38 10
e-mail: BATHYS@mail.pf

Cruise and dive the last
Polynesian frontier in luxury!
Only 8 divers from $2450 p/p
for a 7 night charter. Dive
adventures available
to
Manihi, Rangiroa and Moorea.

Adventure Express
tel: 800-443-0799
fax: 415-442-0289
e-mail: tah@AdventureExpress.com
www.AdventureExpress.com
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The only PADI 5-Star
dive center in French
Polynesia. Full service,
SCUBA and specialty
courses
plus
high
adventure shark diving.
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Enjoy shark
diving in crystal
clear blue water.
Exceptional concentration
of
Gray Reef Sharks
plus White Tips,
Silver Tips, Silky's and Hammerheads.
Raie Manta Club
tel: 689-96 84 80 fax: 689-96 85 60

P.I.R.A. Dive Resort
located at Hotel Chez
Marie-France, offers a
range of shark feeding
dives. Special 3-day
dive packages from
$250.

Raiatea Plongee
tel: 689-66 3710 fax: 689-66 26 25
http://www.raiatea-diving-resort.com
e-mail chez-marie-france<a>raiatea-diving-fesort.com

